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KEY 
 
(?)  Unknown speaker. 
[BG]  Speech in background. 
(BGMV)  Background? Eavesdrop? Multiple voices. Male and female . 
 (NY)  New York Centre. 
(BOS)   Boston Centre Terry? 
(SW)  Severe Weather. 
(Tom)   Command Centre? 
(CC)   Command Centre 
 (Rick)  Command Centre? 
(NE)   New England Command Centre 
(NTSB)  National Transportation Safety Board 
(TV)   TV Broadcast. 
(JENOPS)  Jennifer. Command Centre? 
 (ACI)  ? 
 
Significant Activity. 
 
00:16:30 (12:30:30 UCT) 
Lost radio/transponder. Aircraft tracked SSW.  Reports of threats from cockpit. 
Examining tapes of cockpit voices for more information  
 
00:33:13 (12:47:13 UCT) 
More discussions of hijack threats. Reports of “stewardess stabbed”.  Possibility of 
pilot or co-pilot “keying the mike” as threats were made. Trying to get the military in 
on the case “get someone up to take a look”.  NY Centre reports they lost the primary 
about twenty miles west of Kennedy and reports an ELT in the area. Kennedy Tower 
reports a fire at the WTC, that linked to the lost aircraft. Confirmation from CNN. The 
plane has hit the tower. CNN live broadcast piped into telecom. Timestamp:-  
00:39:13 (12:53:13 UCT) (corresponds to the minute with recording) 
Background discussion about the Trade Centre strike :- “what hit the World Trade 
…...can’t be American…..not enough damage…..went from five hundred knots down 
to two fifty in the vicinity of the World Trade…..looks like it may have clipped the 
side….. there’d be debris all over the…..it’s too much of a coincidence I think. 
Someone stuck in traffic bumper to bumper…..”this is serious stuff” 



 
 
 
00:44:50 (12:58:50 UCT) 
Bob of NTSB wants details of the crashed aircraft. Told that they are awaiting the 
result of examination of the cockpit voice tape downstairs.  
 
00:47:58 (13:01:58 UCT) 
Discussion about whether the hijacker said plane (singular) or planes (plural) (the 
latter is confirmed later in the recording.) Second plane hitting the Tower is 
confirmed. “Alert the millitary”  
 
00:51:33 (13:05:33 UCT) 
Feasibility of communicating with all airborne traffic to warn them of events and 
increase cockpit security discussed.  
 
 
 
TRANSCRIPT START  
 
00:00:00 
 
(Certification Announcement) 
This re-recording has been prepared by the Air Traffic Control System Command 
Centre. The subject concerns aircraft hijackings involving American Eleven, United 
One Seventy Five, American Seventy Seven and United Ninety Three on September 
eleventh two thousand one during the time-frame twelve fifteen to fifteen fifteen 
Universal Co-ordinated Time. The time frame appearing on this side of the tape is 
twelve fifteen to thirteen fifteen Universal Co-ordinated Time. The facility involved 
in this communication is the Air Traffic Control System Command Centre. The 
position being re-recorded is an operational phone at position twenty eight, a spare 
phone line. I hereby certify that the following is a true re-recording of the original 
recorded transmission pertaining to these aircraft hijackings.  
My name is Mary L. Boeing and I am employed as a management and programme 
analyst with the September Eleventh Archive Project in the System Operations 
Service. 
 
 
 
RECORDING START 00:01:00 (12:15:00 UCT) 
 
 
00:16:30 (12:30:30 UCT) 
 
(?) TSD ****  did pick him up. 
 
(?) **** Primary only? 
 
(?) Primary only. 
 



(?) OK? 
 
(?) OK. 
 
(?) That’s good, thank you. 
 
(?) Uh, hold on one, more second Boston. 
 
00:16:52 (12:30:52 UCT) 
 
(?) No I’m just trying to reach him, I haven’t been able to reach him. 
 
(Tom) Well, Boston Centre claims that uh, uh they lost radio communication with the 
aircraft [ BG? And his tranponder. And his transponder ] and the transponder. And 
there’s also uh they’re tracking the primary target at this point it was last known at uh 
flight level two nine zero.  
 
(?) Uhhu. 
 
(Tom) And he appears to have tracked uh south south west now. And uh also there 
was some mention of some sort of  uh, uh threat he’s made and uh. 
 
(?) He  made? 
 
(Tom) A threat from the cockpit or a threat  
 
(?)  Oh shit, what a good **** 
 
(?) **** in the, in the cockpit then and Boston’s uncertain exactly what was said I 
guess their gonna try to pull the tapes as quickly as they can. 
 
(?) Hey uh Tom, where can I reach you back? What number at? 
 
(Tom)  Uh, seven oh three uh, seven oh eight five one one five. 
 
(?) OK. 
 
(?) Allright. 
 
(?) OK I’ll call you back. Thank you. 
 
 
00:27:29 (12:41:29 UCT) 
 
(SW) Severe weather. 
 
(?) Hey Severe Weather this is **** good morning. I’m only calling coz I just wanted 
to see what you guys have on tap today.  For  the whole day. You know, especially 
during my shift from six thirty to two thirty. I figured we don’t have much **** so if 
you wanted us call us closed or not to call us we’re OK. 



 
(SW) Uh well let’s uh let’s consider it a deal there.  
 
(?) [ laughs ] 
 
(SW) I think it should be uh pretty cool one uh at that.  
 
(?) It looks like it **** a little bit of rain in the north east but not much, and how 
about this stuff down in Miami? Down that area? 
 
(SW) Uh there’s a possibility that uh, that might cause some problems, but uh 
anything, anything down in the financial area they’ll check, Miami will handle it 
pretty well tactically. 
 
(?) Cool, that looks good.  
 
(SW) Yeah. 
 
(?)  I’m excited coz this is a good day for me. 
 
(SW) Oh, it’ll be a good day for everyone. And after the last few we need them. 
 
(?) Oh we do. Thanks man. 
 
(SW) Allright have a good one. 
 
(?) Take care man. 
 
00:33:13 (12:47:13 UCT) 
 
(?) Hello? You still on? 
 
(?) ****. 
 
(?) New York Centre’s here. 
 
(?) Boston Centre, you on? 
 
(BOS)  Yeah we’re here. 
 
(?)  New York Centre, we just brought them into this conference could you give them 
an update on uh uh what you know at this point? 
 
(BOS)  What we know is that uh **** several minutes ago we did have uh, a threat 
come out over the frequency. And uh on the frequency one twenty seven eight two 
**** altitude was brought up as two niner zero. The aircraft is now down in New 
York knows **** New York Centres airspace. We’re pulling the tape to try and 
determine what uh was actually said. And we’re all working on trying to get some 
fighters up to take a look. 
 



(NY) OK.  This is New York Centre. We’re watching the airplane. It’s fifteen west of 
Kennedy now. We had two, one or two confirmations that he was still at twenty nine.  
Uh excuse me, one at twenty nine, one at thirty one didn’t, couldn’t see him. Uh I also 
had conversation with American Airlines and they’ve told us that they believe that uh 
one of their stewardesses was stabbed and that there are people in the cockpit that 
have control of the aircraft. And that’s all the information they have uh right now. 
 
(BOS)  OK. We do have a couple of transmissions that whoever was talking in the 
cockpit uh the pilot or co-pilot or whoever, was keying the mike while some of these 
uh statements were being made. So as soon as we get the tape, we’ll let you guys 
know. 
 
(NY) OK. Meanwhile, has anybody contacted the military? 
 
(BOS)  Yeah. We have, we’ve tried a couple of places. Now we’re down to Atlantic 
City to try and get someone up to take a look. 
 
(?) OK. Who was that? Who was that just said that? It’s Boston? 
 
(BOS)  Yeah, it’s Boston. 
 
(NY) OK. Command Centre you on? 
 
(Tom)  Hey Terry. Tom, try Otis also. 
 
(Terry)  We did. 
 
(Tom)  Anything? Any luck? 
 
(Terry)  No. We did not have any luck, that’s why we’re down to Atlantic City. 
 
(Tom)  OK. 
 
(?) Excuse me, **** acting Air Traffic duty **** the region is also on. 
 
(NY)  OK. Command Centre you on? 
 
(CC) Command Centre’s on. 
 
(NY)  Ok. Are you going to uh, I guess uh Boston will get in touch with Atlantic City 
but  do you have any direct line to the military for uh, for this incident?  
 
(CC) I believe the supervisors going to the **** unit now. 
 
(NY)  OK. 
 
(NY)  Here’s some new information we uh we lost the primary target about twenty 
west of Kennedy looks like, and there’s an ELT report in that area. Anybody copy? 
 
(?) I’m sorry. Say that again please? 



 
(NY)  I said we’ve we’ve  [mumbles] looks like we lost the primary target about 
twenty west of Kennedy and we had a report of a ELT in the area. We’re gonna uh I 
guess we’ll uh, get some Coastguard activity up there. 
 
(?) Yeah we lost the track too. 
 
(NY2) Hey Boston. This is New York uh, what type aircraft was the American? 
 
(BOS) Seven sixty seven. [ BG **** did you contact at all? ] 
 
(ACI) This is the ACI watch. Say again. If you lost the track of the aircraft? Over. 
 
(CC) Boston has lost track and on our frequency we have confirmed it was a hijack. 
That was from the tapes. 
 
(?) Yeah New York confirms we’ve lost the track as well. And we were uh we got a 
report of an ELT in the area the track was in. Kennedy Tower reports, are you 
serious? [ BG **** ] Kennedy Tower reports that, there was a fire, at the World Trade 
Centre. And that’s uh, that’s the area that we lost the airplane. [ pause ] Anybody on? 
 
(BOS) Yeah Boston’s here. 
 
(?) Yeah **** CNN News? [ BG crying female? ] It’s on the news. 
 
(NY)  On the news? The airplane hit the Trade Centre? 
 
(?) Yes. 
 
(NY) OK. I guess there’s no more, no further use for New York Centre on this line 
right now or?  
 
(NY) Command Centre? New York Centre. 
 
(Rick) ****. 
 
(NY)  Is that Rick?  
 
(Rick) It is Rick. 
 
(NY) Yeah **** is there any further use for us to be on this telephone now or uh? 
 
(Rick) Uh I’m gonna keep the line open, if you need to talk to me just talk to me, I’m 
listening to it. 
 
00:38:30 (12:52:30 UCT) 
 
(NY) OK. Thank you. 
 
(JENOPS) Uh, this is Jennifer in the Operations Centre. 



 
(BOS) Jennifer, Boston Centre ****.  
 
(JENOPS) OK. It looks like the World Trade Centre is uh, either the aircraft went 
through it or it’s been bombed. It’s on CNN right now and the building is in smoke.  
[ BG? **** the area ] on top of the building. 
 
(TV) Pictures from New York are just coming in now we hope to have more 
information as soon as it’s available. **** it is the plane has crashed into one of the 
Towers at the World Trade Centre in New York. We’ll keep you posted as soon as we 
get more information. Right now at eight fifty three  
 
[ TIMESTAMP 00:39:13 (12:53:13 UCT) ] 
 
(TV? Continued) **** traffic **** calling Steve Taylor. Deb thank you 
 
(?) [ Ringtone ] Centre. 
 
(TV) North bound Braintree full up **** again 
 
(?) **** yep. 
 
(?) **** news that the plane has crashed into the World Trade Centre New York. 
**** towers CNN Yeah ****. 
 
(?) **** ready. 
 
(BGMV) **** plane **** seven sixty seven **** no I mean what hit the World 
Trade Centre, what hit the World Trade Centre can’t be ****. Yeah it can’t be 
American. Not enough damage. Well they lost the primary target. **** was 
descending because the **** went from five hundred knots down to two fifty in the 
vicinity of the World Trade Centre **** crash. Uh that’s a bad sign. **** looks like it 
may have clipped the side. You can see it I mean, you can see that.  **** there’d be 
debris all over the ground. **** oh it’s too much of a coincidence I think. [Ringtone].  
**** Command Centre whatever that is I just paged. 
 
(?) Hello? Yeah. 
 
(BGMV) Yeah I didn’t tell her **** I just paged her about the event. ****.  
 
 
(?) **** Hold on. I’m on the net Pete. CNN, CNN is reporting that a plane uh just 
crashed into the tower of the World Trade Centre.  **** I’m in the middle of a traffic 
jam here **** my wife off to the airport. **** the traffic’s really ****.  Bumper to 
bumper **** this is serious stuff.  
 
(?) ****. 
 
(BGMV)  They’re saying that was **** they’re on the news with that now. 
 



(?) ****. 
 
(BGMV) The news is saying they reported a smaller plane that hit the ****. 
 
(BGMV) But anyway **** it looks like **** the wingspan looks like it’s big enough 
**** Side too ****   So it had to be **** hit the building see smoke on the other side 
**** they couldn’t get in **** terrorists they couldn’t get in through the basement. 
**** It came out the other side,  where is it? No I don’t mean **** it’s just the 
explosion went all the way through the building ****. 
 
(?) Boston 
 
(BOST) This is the Boston Taskforce. Just to report that the uh Tactical Manager and 
two supervisors are dropping off the net for a few minutes we will re-connect when 
we’re over at the airport which should be about ten minutes thank you. 
 
(BGMV) **** Too bad we couldn’t **** the laundry **** Thanks a lot. 
 
(NTSBBP) This is Bob Pierce with the NTSB. 
 
(?) Hello. 
 
(?) Hello. 
 
(?) ****.  
 
(BGMV) We’ve lost our track ****  Kennedy VOR  They’re gonna have too **** 
It’s too much of a coincidence ****. 
 
00:44:11 (12:58:11 UCT) 
 
(TV)  **** World **** Centre reportedly has been hit **** there is a gaping hole at 
the top ****. 
 
(?) **** Operations Tracey. 
 
 (TV)  Huge skyscraper. 
 
(?) Boston’s here. 
 
00:44:50 (12:58:50 UCT) 
 
(NTSB) Hello this is uh Bob **** at NTSB. Hello? 
 
(BOS) Bob Boston’s here. 
 
(NTSB) Oh hi. It’s uh, Bob Griff at NTSB. 
 
(?) Yes sir. 
 



(NTSB) We’re just trying to get a time of departure uh, time of crash. 
 
(BOS)  OK. I can get you departure **** hang on a second. Hey Bob we’re doing an 
**** now. Just to try to  pull the data. 
 
(NTSB) OK. Are we sure this is the, the flight that hit the, obviously that hit the 
World Trade Centre at the same ****. 
 
(BOS)  **** on his locale. 
 
(NTSB) Did the pilot report the hijack? 
 
(BOS)  Yes, uh yes, twelve hundred departed uh Boston. 
 
(NTSB) I’m sorry what? 
 
(BOS)  Departed Boston at twelve hundred. 
 
(NTSB)  At twelve hundred Zulu? 
 
(BOS) Yes. 
 
(NTSB) And when did he report the hijack? 
 
(?)  You know what, I don’t have the time in front of me. We got a tape downstairs 
that confirms it [ BG **** fifteen twenty minutes ] yeah OK, about fifteen twenty 
minutes after departure we do have uh, yeah, the voice recording. That’s been pulled 
so we’ll be able to get that up some point in time. 
 
(NTSB) OK and uh, time of crash we have is just a few minutes ago? 
 
(BOS)  Yeah. 
 
(NTSB) OK. Do we have the number of people on board? 
 
(BOS)  No, we didn’t, you know, what we have is we, we cleared him to an altitude 
and that was,  the next transmissions we heard were uh conversations in the cockpit. 
 
(NTSB) OK. I’m just gonna uh, hold the line but I’m just gonna go and talk to my 
boss. 
 
00:47:58 (13:01:58 UCT) 
 
(?) Hello. 
 
(Terry) Hey Tom, are you still there? 
 
(Tom) Yes I am Terry. 
 



(Terry) Tommy, I wanna **** re-confirm with uh, with downstairs,  that uh, **** the 
uh as far as the **** seem to think that the guy said that we have planes. Now I don’t 
know if it was because it was the accent, or if there’s more than one. But uh, I’m 
gonna, I’m gonna re-confirm that for you and I’ll get back to you real quick OK? 
 
(Tom) Appreciate it. 
 
(?) Have what? 
 
(Terry) Planes, as in plural. [ pause ] Tommy it sounds like we’re talking to New 
York but there’s another one aimed at the World Trade Centre.  [ BG **** One just 
hit ] 
 
(Tom) There’s another aircraft? 
 
(Terry) A second one just hit the Trade Centre. 
 
(Tom) Ok. Yeah, we gotta get the, we gotta alert the military uh real quick on this uh. 
[BG **** Just seen another, there’s another. Another airplane just crashed into the 
other tower] Do we know what time Terry? 
 
(Terry) No we just got that report from uh New York Centre. 
 
(Tom) Allright. Allright, we’re standing by. 
 
(Terry) Tommy we’re gonna stop everything we gonna shut, we’re gonna shut Boston 
down I suggest the same elsewhere. 
 
(Tom) You’re gonna do what Terry? 
 
(Terry) We’re shutting the airplanes down, we’re not letting anyone go right now. 
 
(Tom) That’s a good move uh, we’re waiting to hear from Security. 
 
(BGMV) **** stop all the air traffic out of the region right now? If you confirm, we 
will do that. **** groundstop all traffic **** we’re gonna do it right now, everything. 
There’s too much going on for them to handle all the planes **** potential of 
terrorism and we just gotta make a decision. 
 
(NE) This is the Operation Centre, New England uh, can I interrupt for a minute? 
 
(Tom) Go ahead. [BG Go ahead] 
 
(NE) It appears that it was a different aircraft that hit the World Trade Centre. It’s 
being reported on CNN right now. 
 
(Tom) Yeah. It’s a second airplane, it’s the second hit on the World Trade Centre. 
 
(NE)  OK. 
 



(?) ****. 
 
00:51:33 (13:05:33 UCT) 
 
(Terry) Tommy, Terry. It’s confirmed on that check that they said, we have planes. [ 
pause ]  **** No, no that’s not a bad question. [ BG **** we have a cell call ] Hey 
Tommy? [ BG ****do we have control **** ]  We’ll have to check with 
 
(Tom) Terry, go ahead. 
 
(Terry) Uh is there a way or to try to get messages to the airborne aircraft for 
increased security uh security for the cockpit or something for the ACARS or 
something? [ BG **** I just do not. have anybody else up there that can help **** ] 
**** international that are coming into Kennedy and we’re trying to talk to them but 
we don’t want to um, scare anybody but we want the uh, we were talking about 
possibly making some uh transmissions on frequencies for these guys coming 
overseas to just uh, you know to increase the security for cockpit uh operations. 
 
(Tom) Yeah Terry. We’re getting a lot of traffic on this bridge. I copied that, let’s 
keep doing that uh, contact the Command Centre, the ATA rep, see if we can get the 
airline company operations, to contact their aircraft. I’d recommend uh maybe, the 
possibility of the stuff coming in from overseas, Bangor has an alternate site, leave 
that up to them. 
 
(Terry) We’ll leave it up to them but we’re also gonna let them know to increase the 
security for cockpit access. 
 
(Tom) Allright uh, that sounds like a good plan. 
 
00:54:16 (13:08:16 UCT) 
 
(NE) This is New England **** ACI please. 
 
(ACI) This is ACI. 
 
(NE) OK this is New England. We have uh our security division in our conference, 
and we’d like to add you on as well, or connect to two of you. 
 
(Tom?) Ok ACI is on this line and it is my understanding that they’re activating the 
centre upstairs. 
 
(NE) I’m sorry we were cut off there. Activating what? 
 
(Tom?) They’re activating the reaction centre upstairs. 
 
(?) That’s correct. 
 
(NE) OK. **** You on? OK ACI is connected. 
 
(?) OK. Thank you. 



 
(NE) ACI has uh told us that they’re getting uh, they’re reacting their room.[ pause ] 
They are on the bridge though so if you need anything just go ahead and speak up. [ 
BG  **** she might be wanting to establish another. He’s working on it right now 
**** we got a crisis **** ] 
 
(Tom?)  Hey uh, New England Com Centre? Did you, did you say that security has a 
separate conference going on? [BG **** dispatchers for any international traffic 
coming in] New England region Com Centre? 
 
(NE) Yes, go ahead. 
 
(Tom) Did you say that uh, that security has a separate uh, telecon going on? 
 
(NECC)  Yeah, they got a couple of separate ones going on yep. 
 
(Tom)  One , either one, it makes no difference. Just drop me into one so we can 
update them on what we’ve done. 
 
(NE)  OK. Yep. Who is this? Tom? 
 
(Tom) Yeah. 
 
(?) Actually they’re just setting it up now, there isn’t a lot of people on there. They’re 
all climbing on now. You want me to put you on anyway? 
 
(NE) Excuse me this is the **** office New England Region, just to  advise you our 
Air Traffic Division has advised they have stopped all  traffic in the New England 
region. 
 
(Terry) Tommy, are you there? Terry. 
 
(Tom) Yeah Terry. I’m here. 
 
(Terry) Allright uh, what we know now, both of these airplanes took off of Boston. 
American Eleven, United uh One Seventy Five. So I don’t know what you wanna do 
down there, with those guys? But uh they both took off out of Boston it seems. 
 
(Tom) Boston’s been groundstopped. 
 
(Terry) I understand so I don’t know what **** security wise down there. 
 
(Tom) Yeah, they’re on that. Terry uh, if you, if you can, on another line. This bridge 
is getting too congested there’s another extension, seven, five, eight, three. I need to 
get some information. 
 
(NTSB) This is Bob Griff at NTSB. I just wanna get some info on that United flight? 
The seven fifty seven? 
 
(Tom) Terry can you call me on seven, five, eight, three? 



 
(Terry) Tommy I’m going to seven, five, eight, three. 
 
(Terry) NTSB. We’ll get back to you. 
 
(NTSB?) **** Tom. 
  
END 


